Abstract-Electrical Capacitance Tomography (ECT) is an effective and non-invasive visualization technique, which is used in many industrial applications. Unfortunately, image reconstruction in 3D ECT is a complex computational task requiring operations on large size matrices. In this paper, a new approach to 3D ECT image reconstruction is proposed. A new heterogeneous, multi-GPU, multi-node distributed system has been developed, with a framework for parallel computing and a special plug-in dedicated to ECT.
I. INTRODUCTION
E LECTRICAL Capacitance Tomography (ECT) is a measurement technique that can be used for non-invasive monitoring of industrial processes in 2D [7] , 3D [1] and even 4D dynamic mode. ECT is performing the task of imaging of materials with a contrast in dielectric permittivity by measuring capacitance from a set of electrodes placed around the investigated object.
In order to achieve a high quality of 3D image, complex reconstruction algorithms performing many matrix calculations have to be applied. Therefore different solutions accelerating these calculation have been reported in the past by the Authors [8] [14] , especially these dealing with sparse matrices and Finite Elements Method [9] as well as neural networks approach [5] [6] and even fuzzy logic [21] .
In this work we propose a novel heterogeneous, multi-GPU (Graphics Processing Unit), multi-node distributed system, with a framework for parallel computing and a special plug-in dedicated to ECT. The system features and its efficiency have been compared to the previously developed distributed system based on the Xgrid platform.
A. Image reconstruction in ECT
The scheme of image synthesis in Electrical Capacitance Tomography is called image reconstruction. It is based on solving the so called inverse problem, in which the spatial distribution of electric permittivity from the measured values of capacitance C is approximated [1] [16] .
Image reconstruction using deterministic methods requires execution of a large number of basic operations of linear algebra, such as transposition, multiplication, addition and subtraction [10] [15] . Matrix calculations for a large number of elements is characterized by a high computational load. Matrix multiplication is a key operation in ECT imaging and therefore many researchers decided even to build a custom hardware for this purpose.
The LBP algorithm is one the most used reconstruction algorithms, even though it is characterized by low spatial resolution. Nevertheless it is not as computationally complex as other solutions. Moreover there is still active research on improving it's characteristics [17] . It is based on the following equation [3] : ε = SC m (1) where: ε -electric permittivity vector (output image), S -sensitivity matrix, C m -capacitance measurements vector.
The Landweber algorithm is based on the following iterative equation:
where: ε k+1 -image obtained in current iteration, ε k -image from the previous iteration, α -convergence factor (scalar), S T -sensitivity matrix, transposed, S -sensitivity matrix, C m -capacitance measurements vector.
In the case of the Landweber algorithm each iteration improves the overall quality of the output image. As a result acceleration of image reconstruction process is a very important issue. Nevertheless, due to its nature it is necessary to exchange the data (ε k+1 ) in every iteration.
II. DESIGN ASSUMPTIONS
As a result of the earlier performed studies [8] algorithms used in ECT [9] . The earlier developed solution was based on the Xgrid platform, used as a network layer. However, the analysis of this system showed the limitations of this solution, and the main conclusion from the previous research [14] was, that the new software for the system should be developed.
A special framework was designed and built that provides software tools needed both for the system architecture expansion and new algorithms development and implementation in a distributed heterogeneous environment. The proposed approach allows for a greater flexibility of the developed solutions, provides tools for their easy testing and enables further acceleration of ECT image reconstruction.
The framework was designed to ensure an efficient use of the computing power of all the devices in which the nodes are equipped. This architecture is scalable and allows users Fig. 2 . Activity Diagram for performing calculations using the KISDC platform to expand the computing power of the system by adding more nodes. The above assumptions pose many challenges in the architecture of the system itself, but their application makes it straightforward to use the environment to speed up computations in existing projects, thus testing and developing new distributed algorithms is much faster.
The system was designed as a modular, layered architecture (Fig. 1) . This approach allows limiting the dependencies between the individual modules. Moreover, thanks to this architecture, it is possible to abstract the compute devices using KISDC-DEV module, that hides the type of the hardware from the user and makes all the algorithm written using the provided Application Programming Interface (APIs) hardwareagnostic Expansion of the computing power of the system is possible through the use of "plug-in" architecture (by adding support for new devices, such as FPGAs). The basic operations of linear algebra were implemented in the system as a set of functions in the form of an API. The use of a heterogeneous system for distributed computing in ECT required the implementation of a series of algorithms without which the proposed system would not work properly. The most important of these are as follows: division of matrices between nodes, basic operations of linear algebra (transposition, addition, subtraction, multiplication), data transfer between nodes, planning and division of tasks, support for heterogeneous devices, support for calculations using graphics cards, supports modern multi-core processors as a set of devices and a possibility to extend existing solutions with pseudo inheritance from implemented layouts.
A. Application Programming Interface
An important aspect of the designed environment is also the API, which greatly simplifies the performance of matrix calculations in a distributed heterogeneous environment. Even for a single computer configuration, the KISDC framework makes it possible to significantly simplify the code (Fig. 4) in 348 PROCEEDINGS OF THE FEDCSIS. POZNAŃ, 2018 comparison to amount of code required when using another solution, such as for example OpenCL (Fig. 3) . Fig. 4 . A fragment of code that multiplies the matrix using the KISDC platform and multiple GPUs
The code examples listed in Fig. 4 and Fig. 3 involve a very simple scenario of using GPUs to calculate the product of two matrices (for example in the LBP algorithm). In the case of the algorithms of a higher complexity, the difference in the code sizes for both solutions will be larger and the KISDC implementation will have even a bigger advantage over OpenCL.
Moreover, if instead of one, three or more GPUs are used for computations, a significant changes in the code must be done in each case, when using the CUDA [11] or OpenCL library [19] . Whereas, with the KISDC framework, no changes are necessary. However, this small number of lines written by the programmer corresponds to hundreds of lines of code within the KISDC system.
The KISDC architecture simplifies also performance tests of the developed image reconstruction algorithms in Electrical Capacitance Tomography in various hardware configurations and to implement these algorithms in a distributed system. As shown in the activity diagram (Fig. 2) , the process of performing calculations using the KISDC system allows for much more flexibility in the number and type of devices used. This was possible by adopting significant flexibility in the data distribution layer (Fig.5) .
III. TEST RESULTS
In the previously built distributed system a ready Xgrid platform was applied as a network layer [14] . In the current work the author's KISDC system with KISDC-NET network layer was designed and implemented. While designing the KISDC-NET layer, the existing network protocols were applied and tested in advance in order to choose the best solution.
The network characteristics of the previously developed solution based on the Xgrid system was compared with the new system using other data distribution protocols: HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol), FTP (File Transfer Protocol) and SMB (Server Message Block). On the Basis of the obtained results (see Fig. 6 ) HTTP protocol has been selected as the best one for the KISDC-NET.
Both distributed systems: the one based on the Xgrid platform and the KISDC have been extensively tested and compared. In both cases the hardware was identical, consisting of two nodes of high computing power, both using 8 thread Intel i7 930 CPUs and Nvidia GPUs (Tesla S1070 + Tesla C2070 compute devices in the first node and dual GTX 570 in the second). The comparison of times of a single frame reconstruction in the two node system are shown in Figure 7 . Yellow color represents calculation time (the same for the both systems), blue color is related to data transfer time for the KISDC system, and orange color denotes data transfer time for the Xgrid system. For each of the analyzed data sizes, the speed up of image reconstruction expressed in the number of reconstructed frames per second was noted. The most significant acceleration was achieved for 48 KiB and 96 KiB image vectors.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
A flexible, distributed computing system for tomographic image reconstruction called KISDC has been designed and developed. The system's framework allows to accelerate any kind of computation dealing with a basic linear algebra operations. However, it should be noted that the KISDC is highly scalable and can be easily extended either by specific OpenCL kernel or by a plug-in providing support for a special kind of calculations.
The work described in this paper was focused on improvement of data management in the distributed system and on reducing delays in the data transmission over the computer network. The comparison of times of data transfer and communication between the nodes shows very clearly that the use of the new developed system with HTTP protocol ensures much better results than with the Xgrid platform. It is also evident that the KISDC system allowed for a significant reduction of the total time of a single frame reconstruction and a major speed up in implementations of both the LBP and the Landweber algorithms. 
